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INDUSTRIAL POLICY: WHERE IS BIOTECH? S tate planning and private enter p rise often seem 
contradictory in the realm of traditional American 
politics. Nevertheless, citizens and politicians are 
beginning to realize that coordination of industrial 

development serves everyone if the economy progresses. 
This explains why the issue of industrial policy is fre
quently being debated across the political spectrum in the 
U.S. Some experts from industry and government point 
to the desperate need for the L' .S. to begin planning its 
economy more carefully and deliberately. While conserva
tive opponents react negatively to the idea that govern
ment should play an overly directive role, they agree that 
international competition demands a concerted response. 

This debate must all seem like fo lly to countries such as 
Japan, France, and to a lesser extent, the U .K. and 
Canada. These countries have targeted specific technolo
gies for growth, and their governments have provided the 
needed capital to support R&D in these fields. Further
more, they all include support for biotechnology in their 
plans. 

As the U.S. begins to look toward its presidential 
election next year, the issue of industrial policy will heat 
up. It certainly promises to be a central point of diver
gence between the Democratic presidential candidate and 
Mr. Reagan. But don't be surprised if biotechnology fails 
to enter the debate, even while the better known high 
technologies enjoy increased attention. Some of the rea
sons for biotech's low profile in this d ebate are clear. Two 
key factors-lack of concentration of biotechnology in a ny 
single industry a nd a sense that biotech is relatively 
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remote from the product manufacturers-are partially 
responsible for the failure of biotechnology to find indus
try representatives who can promote its role in shaping 
industrial policy. 

Technologies for robotics, microelectronics, lasers, and 
other new areas are linked to specific types of manufac
turers, but biotechnology is too broad to be closely linked 
to any one industry. It also continues to suffer from lack 
of understanding by laymen and lack of political support 
by industry. Industries that use biotech see it as one of a 
set of key technologies on which it must depend for 
manufacturing new products. Because much of biotech
nology is still exploratory work, its application seems to be 
further removed from the production or manufacturing 
process than is true for classical R&D projects. Since 
biotechnology, at least for now, causes no major labor or 
health problems and has not directly generated profits for 
most research-based corporations, why should it become 
an issue that corporate leaders press for political atten
tion? 

Lacking focused industrial support, how can biotech
nology possibly become an object of debate in the continu
ing discussion of industrial policy? If the U.S. follows 
Japan and several European countries, and formally 
prioritizes different areas for industrial development, 
biotechnology will compete directly with other new tech
nologies for government research funding, training pro
grams, and incentives for commercializing research . Who 
will speak up for biotechnology? 

-Christopher G. Edwards 

OF BIO/TECHNOLOGY WITH A WORD OF THANKS 
BIO/TECHNOLOGY is very pleased to close its first 

volume with this December issue. A healthy circula
tion base and steadily increasing interest from advertisers 
testifies to the demand for this unique international 
publication. Independent surveys and conversations with 
our readers show that researchers have a strong interest 
in the corporate news and features, as well as the research 
papers and technical assessments. Our business-oriented 
readers tell us that the research we cover is relevant to 
their work, and that our efforts to translate research 
developments into easily understood la nguage are a ppre
ciated by those who have educated themselves in the 
fundamentals of biotech for business purposes. 

One of the great difficulties in starting and running a 
publication such as BIO/TECHNOLOGY is selecting the 
most important developments from the ever-increasing 
array of information generated by the biotechnology 
community. We strive to present exclusive reports when
ever possible, always emphasizing the economic and tech
nological impact of new discoveries and inventions. 

There are two great resources available to the staff of 
BIO/TECHNOLOGY : our readers a nd our contributors 

from the scientific and industrial communities. Only our 
readers can te ll us how our publication succeeds or fai ls to 
meet their need s. The quality of the journal depends on 
their willingness to write or call our ofhce to comment on 
the editorial conten t. Letters to the editor will always be 
considered for publication. 

Our contributors have often written or rewritten their 
articles and papers with record speed to accommodate our 
policy of rapid publication. We thank each of these 
contributors, who are listed in the Author Index included 
in this issue. 

We would also like to thank the reviewers, who have 
provided de tailed , critical reviews of manu scripts, without 
expectation of reward beyond the opportunity to main
tain the standards of good research. We especially thank 
the following reviewers: Sarni Ahmad , W. Andersch, 
David Anderson, Douglas Anderson ,, Jean-Paul Aubert, 
Robert Beelman, Joan Bennett, Douglas Berg, Fred 
Bloom, Ross Brown , David Brusick, Benjamin Burr , By
ron Butterworth, Gary Calton, Bruce Chassy, Mary-Dell 
Chilton, K. M . Chin, Raphine Datta, Douglas Eveleigh, 
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